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Design History:

Version 1.0:  Vince and Andrew work on game mechanics.  Art assets enter development.  

Version 1.1: Vince working on programming, Andrew is designing levels and Tristan is doing art 
assets, the main character Angus mainly.

Version 1.2: Wes did some work on the story and has now started to assist with the art. Re-assigned 
Mitch to working on game mechanics.  Andrew and Vince continue to work on mechanics and puzzles 
respectively.

Version 2.0: Basic Game mechanics completed.  Artwork is closer to completion.  Practice Levels 
should be done soon.

Version 2.1:  Art is 85% done, Game Mechanics are 85% done.  Levels are coming along. Sound is 
now being worked on.  

Version 3.0:  Art is completed, levels are 95%done.  We are beginning the playtesting period.  Audio is 
about 20% done.

Version 3.1:  Audio is completed.  Initial playtest results are favorable.

Vision Statement:

Game logline:

One Player controls Angus the Dwarf as he solves puzzles to find his cousin Jeb, who has stolen 
his special beer keg.

Gameplay Synopsis:

A player takes control of Angus the Dwarf and guides him through a series of levels as he 
searches for his cousin Jeb.  

Players will have to solve a variety of puzzles in order to find keys that unlock the next levels.  

Puzzles involve the standard block pushing, as well as rock breaking, filling beer kegs, and other game 
mechanics.   



Story:

Angus the dwarf has awoken from a night of heavy drinking to find that his favorite Keg has been 
stolen.  He deduces that it could only be the work of his cousin Jeb, who has run off with the Keg; Angus 
is furious and sets off to get it back.  

But the caves and buildings of Dwarfdom are many and he knows that Jeb will have made the 
path a confusing one; there are also the many goons his cousin employs.  But Angus is determined to

Game Characters:  

Angus:  An aspiring Brewmaster of his family, Angus is gifted with an excellent sense of good ale and 
how to make it.  While normally good natured, he can be quite the raging bull of fury when provoked.

Jeb:  Angus’ greedy cousin, also desires to be a famous brewmaster, but his ale is often sour and smells 
of mold.  He is jealous of his gifted cousin, and in order to succeed in his career has stolen the Keg with 
Angus’s prize winning ale.  He plans to copy the recipe and sell the ale as his own.

Jeb’s Goons:  Members of the Fire and Ice Dwarf Clans, more simple in intelligence, they work only 
with the promise of more ale.

Contest Requirements (Via Yo-Yo Games Website)

1.Your Game must be less than 10MB (uncompressed)
2..EXE only…NO ZIP files.
3.Maximum Screen Size 480X272
4.No DLLs or other extension packages can be used.
5.No Installation packages.
6.No use of the registry.
7.Game Controls must use  ARROW keys and  ONE OTHER KEY (space-bar preferred), 
additionally P to pause game and escape to quit (where quit can be quit to 
a final menu) are OK (EDITED by Sandy DEC 31st )
8.Game Maker versions 7 or 8 only
9.All games must be tagged “Competition05” (EDITED by Sandy DEC 31st )
10. 3D is OK, provided it uses standard Game Maker features (EDITED 
by Sandy DEC 31st )
11. Contest finishes March 30th 2010 at Midnight GMT



System Requirements:

Standard PC and internet for download.

Target Audience:

The game is generally geared towards an older audience due to its strong alcohol use and cruder 
humor.  Around 18 and up.

Controls:

Start Screen:

Use the mouse to select either start, quit or view credits

In Game:

Left Arrow = Move Left/Move Obstacles Left

Right Arrow = Move Right/Move Obstacles Right

Up Arrow = Move Up/Move Obstacles Up

Down Arrow = Move Down/Move Obstacles Down

Space Bar= Press while moving to punch in that direction

P = Restart level

Esc = Exit to Start menu

Game Mechanics

Aside from just moving about in the game, several game mechanics were developed to help create the 
different puzzles and obstacles that Angus must overcome to proceed.

Key Collection:

A standard in most dungeon puzzle games, Angus must find colored keys to unlock the various doors 
around a level.  Once the door is unlocked, Angus only needs to punch them to open them.  Additionally a 
larger Key is the ultimate goal of each level; this key unlocks the passage to the next level of the game.

Rock Moving:



Another standard in this type of game, Angus can use his mighty dwarven muscles to move around 
boulders.  This can be simply to move them aside or to create passages across water and lava.

Rock Breaking:

Certain blue cropping of rocks in the levels can be destroyed by one of Angus mighty punches.  

Hidden Passages:

Some walls have hidden passages; in order to open these, Angus must weight down a button.  While 
Angus can weigh them down himself, stepping off one will shut the door again.  Therefore, he must use 
other objects in the game to weight them down.

Beer Kegs:

In order to weight down buttons, Angus can fill empty beer kegs.  There are large brown distillers in some 
levels, when you place an empty keg in front of it, it will fill the keg with beer.  This will make the keg 
heavy enough to press the button for the hidden passages.

Oil Pots:

Around some levels are steel walls that bear cracks.  While Angus can’t punch through them, he can 
obtain oil pots which can blow them up.  However, the oil needs to be heated in order to explode.   To do 
this Angus must place the pot on a heating grate.   The plates are all controlled by a central furnace, 
flipping a switch will activate the furnace; this causes flames to shoot out the various heating grates. 
When a player places a cold oil pot on the activated plate, the flames will heat it up, turning it into an 
explosive.

Conveyer Belts:

This mechanic is set up to allow Angus to transport Kegs and Oil Pots across lava and water.  The belt 
will transport them from one side to another with ease.   Angus only needs to walk across the belt.

Platforms:

These small moving platforms travel across set paths and allow Angus with a method of traveling across 
lava and water. However, unlike the conveyer belts and boulder bridges, other objects cannot be placed on 
them.

Hint Signs:

To be a bit fairer to players, we included wooden signs around the levels.  Hitting them will provide 
players with useful tips or hints about gameplay.

Enemies:

Two types of enemies can be found within the game.



Ice Dwarves:  These blue dwarves move in a left and right direction.  When they hit Angus they will start 
to blink and Angus will lose a health point.  They explode when Angus hits them with a mighty punch.

Fire Dwarves: These red dwarves have the same traits as their Ice counterparts except that they travel up 
and downward in the levels.

Health System:

In keeping with the Dwarven brewmaster theme, Angus’ health bar is measured in beer mugs.  At the top 
of the screen during gameplay a health bar is measured.  Every time Angus is damaged by an enemy, he 
loses a beer mug.  When all the beer mugs are gone, Angus will die and the game restarts.

Angus can regain lost health by locating beer mugs throughout the levels.  

 


